Poor Metabolic Quality Embryo is Capable to Implant – A Case Report
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Abstract

Introduction: There has been little advance in embryo selection criteria since the first IVF. To this day, we select embryos by morphological criteria, which provide little information as to the actual embryo quality. The objective of this paper is to report the case of a patient who had her embryos' culture media analyzed in order to determine the pyruvate and lactate concentration, in addition to morphologic criteria.

Methodology: 33-year-old patient who underwent IVF and had six frozen embryos. We analyzed each embryo's culture medium microdroplets by Gas Chromatography coupled with Mass Spectrometer (GC/MS) in order to quantify pyruvate and lactate concentrations.

Results: Of the six embryos, one was a grade 8A embryo with pyruvate uptake of 10.43 % and lactate production of 2.5 % and one was a grade 8B with pyruvate uptake of 10.54 % and lactate production of 3.11 % - both did not survive thawing. Two grade 8B embryos with pyruvate uptake of 9.91% - 8.81% and lactate production of 0.84 % - 0.92% were transferred without implantation. The remaining embryos were then transferred - a 6B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 8.41 % and lactate production of 0.0 % and a 7B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 8.75 % and lactate production of 0.39 %. One resulted in gestation.

Conclusions: This case showed that embryos with low pyruvate uptake and lactate production may have good implantation potential.
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Introduction

Assisted Reproduction (AR) is an area of knowledge that has constantly developed over the years. Nevertheless, the success rate of AR treatments is of about 35% to 40% [1] and little improvement has been made regarding embryo selection criteria. We still use purely morphological criteria to select embryos, such as symmetry and number of blastomers in each embryo. Such classification tells us little about these embryo's true implantation potential [2,3].

There are several studies underway looking for new ways of embryo selection. As a strong predictor of embryo quality, we point out their metabolic activity, seeing that embryo viability and implantation potential are closely related to the embryos' metabolism [2]. Since the morphological score gives us little information on embryo quality, it is common to see embryos with excellent scores that do not implant and embryos with bad scores that result in beautiful babies. Thus, the current trend is to associate morphologic and metabolic criteria to select embryos.

We know that the embryo produces energy through aerobic and anaerobic metabolic pathways [4]. For that reason, we highlight the role of pyruvate and lactate on the assessment of embryo quality.

Experiments carried out in the decades of 1950 and 1960 showed that the embryos of mice were unable to use glucose as an energy source before their 8-cell stage [4]. Biggers and colleagues demonstrated in 1967 [5], that there is a glycolytic pathway restriction during the development of oocytes. As such, the energy produced after fertilization and during the initial development of the embryo is restricted to the use of pyruvate, a by-product of glycolysis that is directly converted into Acetyl Coenzyme A and used...
in the Krebs cycle [6]. Pyruvate is mainly consumed by the embryo at the morula stage [7,8]. Moreover, pyruvate is the only source of energy used by the embryo in its first mitotic division and for this reason it is essential for its development during the period that immediately follows fertilization [5].

Increased amounts of lactate are synthesized in embryo development [9]. Research suggests that high lactate production by embryos in their pre-implantation stage is an adaptation to culture conditions and the higher the production the better the adaptive conditions.

Gardner et al. 2001 [10] - suggest that the differences in the use of pyruvate or lactate at different stages of development are due to differences in the regulation of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). This enzyme catalyzes the lactate oxidation by a NAD+ molecule, leading to the formation of pyruvate and NADH and vice versa, allowing the cell to obtain pyruvate from a single reaction, simpler than the series of reactions required for glycolysis.

This being the case, we conclude that the greater the metabolic capacity of an embryo the better its quality. Accordingly, when we analyze its biochemistry, an embryo with high metabolic capacity must a priori present a low concentration of pyruvate and a high concentration of lactate.

The objective of this paper is to report the case of a low metabolic embryo implantation.

Case presentation

Patient’s Identification

In this article, we report a case of a 33-year-old patient, married to a 29-year-old man, who underwent controlled ovarian hyperstimulation (COH) with standard protocol and ICSI [11]. Recombinant FSH therapy (Gonal-F, Serono Pharmaceuticals, Boulogne, France) was initiated at a dosage of 225 IU/day for 10 days, until the day of hCG administration (Ovidrel, Organon Pharmaceuticals, Saint-Denis, France). Administration of hCG was performed as soon as ≥4 pre-ovulatory follicles (16–22 mm in diameter) were observed. Oocyte retrieval was performed 34 hours after trigger. We collected 6 oocytes from 7 follicles. All oocytes fertilized and became morphologically normal embryos.

Since she did not have endometrium thickness ≥8mm, we decided to freeze all embryos for further transfer. Patient had no endometrial pathology or systemic disease. The cause of infertility was male factor (moderate oligospermia).

Materials and Methods

At the end of COH, six oocytes were collected and the ICSI procedure was performed, resulting in six embryos. The embryos were cultured in individual microdroplets of a Global Life Total* (Life Global*, Guilford-CT, USA) medium for three days without washing. On the first day of culture (D1), a falcon 353002 dish was prepared with six side microdroplets and a central microdroplet with 40 ul of Life Global Total* supplemented medium, covered with 5 mL of mineral oil (Irvine Scientific – Santa Ana, CA). The embryos were cultured within the six microdroplets. The central microdroplet remained without embryo culture for three days (control droplet). In the morning of the third day (D3), the embryos were photographed and morphologically assessed according to Veeck’s criteria [12]. They were placed in a new culture dish. The microdroplets of the previously cultured dish were separately collected after complete removal of mineral oil. We analyzed them by evaluating their pyruvate and lactate levels, first in the central droplet (without embryo culture) and subsequently in the other microdroplets where culture took place. We compared the metabolic levels of the central microdroplet and of the microdroplets that had had culture, and evaluated the consumption and production of the metabolites found, establishing a metabolic profile of each embryo. As the patient had thin endometrium, all embryos were thawed for further intra-uterine transfer.

For thawing, we used a thaw kit (Irvine Scientific – Santa Ana, CA) containing: (i) equilibration solution (ES): 7.5% (v/v) ethylene glycol + 7.5% (v/v) dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) in an M-199 HEPES-buffered medium supplemented with 20% dextran serum supplement (DSS); and (ii) vitrification solution: 15% (v/v) ethylene glycol + 15% (v/v) DMSO + 0.5 mol/l sucrose [13].

The clinical monitoring of lactate and pyruvate by gas chromatography technique coupled with mass spectrometry (GC/MS) required a prior derivatization of the sample; therefore we added 1 mL of ethanol to 30 µL of medium followed by centrifugation. The supernatant was transferred to a glass vial and evaporated. The material was redissolved in 50µL of pyridine, 50µL of the silanizing reagent BSTFA (bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide - SUPELCO), 20.5µl of TMCS (98 % (Chloromethyl)trimethylsilane - ALDRICH), and heated to 50 °C for 15 minutes [14]. After silanization, we dosed these metabolites concentrations in the culture medium by GC/MS technique [15].

In the first transfer after endometrial preparation, two embryos did not survive thawing and two others were transferred, but did not result in gestation.

For warming, we used the same thaw kit (Irvine Scientific – Santa Ana, CA). The kit comprised: (i) a thawing solution (TS) containing 1 mol/l sucrose in an M-199 HEPES-buffered medium supplemented with 20% DSS; (ii) a dilution solution (DS) containing 0.5 mol/l sucrose in an M-199 HEPES-buffered medium supplemented with 20% DSS; and (iii) a washing solution (WS) containing M-199 HEPES-buffered medium supplemented with 20% DSS [13].

In the first transfer after endometrial preparation, two embryos did not survive thawing and two others were transferred, but did
not result in gestation. In the second transfer after a new endometrial preparation, the two remaining embryos were transferred, resulting in a single gestation. The transfers were performed after standard endometrial preparation with the use of estrogen and subsequent maintenance of the endometrium with progesterone. The two transfers were performed by the same physician, with endometrial thickness greater than 8 mm.

The research was carried out at the Human Reproduction Center of the Ana Bartmann Clinic in partnership with the University of Ribeirão Preto (UNAERP), between August 2014 and June 2015. This case is part of a group of patients from a prospective controlled research that is currently underway. The ethical approval protocol was approved by the medical ethic committee of the hospital. Each couple whose embryos were enrolled into the study signed a written informed consent.

**Results**

Of the six embryos obtained by ICSI procedure (Table 1 and Figure 1), there was: a grade 8A embryo with pyruvate uptake of 10.43% and lactate production of 2.5% (compared against the control droplet) that did not survive heating. A grade 8B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 10.54% and lactate production of 3.11% (against the control droplet), that also did not survive heating. A grade 8B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 9.91% and lactate production of 0.84% (against the control droplet). A grade 8B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 8.81% and lactate production of 0.92%, (against the control). These last two were transferred, but did not result in clinical pregnancy. A grade 6B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 8.41% and lactate production of 0.00% (against the control droplet). A grade 7B embryo with pyruvate uptake of 8.75% and lactate production of 0.39% (against the control droplet). These two last embryos were transferred and resulted in a single-fetus pregnancy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Embryo</th>
<th>Morphological Classification</th>
<th>Pyruvate Concentration</th>
<th>Lactate Concentration</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8A</td>
<td>↓ 10.43 %</td>
<td>↑ 2.5 %</td>
<td>did not survive thawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8B</td>
<td>↓ 10.54 %</td>
<td>↑ 3.11 %</td>
<td>did not survive thawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8B</td>
<td>↓ 9.91 %</td>
<td>↑ 0.84 %</td>
<td>implantation failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8B</td>
<td>↓ 8.81 %</td>
<td>↑ 0.92 %</td>
<td>implantation failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6B</td>
<td>↓ 8.41 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>likely to be implanted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7B</td>
<td>↓ 8.75 %</td>
<td>↑ 0.39 %</td>
<td>likely to be implanted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Morphologic and metabolic analysis of the collected embryos. Pyruvate and Lactate concentrations are increased or decreased in relation to the control droplet (no embryo)

**Discussion**

Although it is not possible to draw conclusions based on a single case report, we may notice that embryos with high pyruvate uptake and lactate production showed an inverse relationship between implantation potential and clinical pregnancy. Additional studies are required to validate these observations, but some considerations must be made. The first is related to the concept of “best embryo”. Studies with a “time lapse” methodology, for example, have shown that embryos with high developmental speed have greater implantation potential [16]. It is not known, however, if high metabolic profile is related to greater implantation rates or greater cellular distress, which can influence the development of embryos [17]. A low metabolic rate, therefore, could be a positive characteristic in terms of response to the stress of cryopreservation [18].
Besides the importance of evaluating the metabolic rate of the embryo, it is known that the study of its genetic is an inherent condition for implantation success [19]. Corroborating these data, the epigenetic plays an important role in embryo cellular signaling as well as in embryo programming in response to environmental disturbances [20].

It is important to recognize that there are many variables, which can play a role in human embryo implantation and puzzle the interpretation of data. This means that it is soon to state that a good embryo has high metabolic rate. More studies are needed to establish what a good embryo mean in terms of metabolism. It is possible that the rates of pyruvate uptake and lactate production do not need to be as high as theory suggests. Or that the proportions between metabolites are more important than their isolated concentrations.

**Conclusion**

We conclude that the metabolic rate analyzed alone is not a good predictor of implantation, since, as we showed, embryos with poor metabolic rate are also capable to implant.

The excess of nutrients as well as their lack may be harmful to the development of embryos. Thus, it is of the utmost importance to understand the metabolic basis of pre-implantational stage in order to reduce the stress to which embryos are submitted during IVF procedures.
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